December 2012

Open House

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7
1:00 - 2:30 p.m. - Manufacturing Facility*
The open house starts here. Please arrive on time.
Learn about Synergy's competitive advantage
and tour the manufacturing facility.

Invite your guests and join Synergy
WorldWide for an exciting Open
House on Friday, December 7.

2:30 - 3:00 p.m. - Get to Synergy WorldWide*
Travel to Synergy's corporate office for the
afternoon/evening portion of the Open House.
3:00 p.m. - Tour Synergy WorldWide
Tour Synergy's corporate office and meet the
corporate staff.
3:30 p.m. - Company Overview

What makes Synergy different from all other
companies in the industry? It’s called the
Synergy Advantage.

Dan Norman, President and Stewart Rutter, Vice
President will detail Synergy's competitive
advantage from a business and financial
opportunity perspective.
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4:00 p.m. - Success Track
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Manufacturing Facility Tour
The Open House kicks off at 1pm at Synergy’s Manufacturing
Facility in Spanish Fork, UT. Here you will see firsthand Synergy’s
commitment to quality as you go through the manufacturing
process of its products. You are responsible for transportation to
and from Synergy’s manufacturing facility.

4:30 p.m. - Dianne Leavitt
Dianne Leavitt, Double Presidential Executive, will
help your guests catch the vision and understand
the tremendous opportunity of Synergy
WorldWide.
5:30 p.m. - Dinner on your own
7:00 p.m. - Dr. Joseph Prendergast, MD
Dr. Joseph Prendergast, MD, will detail the
fascinating science behind ProArgi-9+ as it
relates to cardiovascular health and how its use
has benefited him and his practice.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8

The Synergy Opportunity
Following the tour, attendees will return to Synergy’s corporate
office to learn all about Synergy’s company and opportunity
advantage. Leaving this portion of the Open House you will
understand how you can build residual income while helping others
improve their health.
Synergy’s compensation plan is one of the most generous and
lucrative that you’ll find and Synergy is committed to help you
leave a legacy by helping today’s generation and generations to
come.
Nature’s Sunshine:
1655 North Main Street
(Exit 257-Stay on right)
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
(801) 798-4200

Howard Hannemann, Director of Sales will show
you how Synergy's Success Track can play an
integral role in the success of your business.
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Attend this December’s Open House and
learn all about Synergy’s Product
Advantage as it maintains the strictest
it y
manufacturing standards in the industry.
You will hear from Dr. Joseph Prendergast, a
pioneer in L-arginine research, as he details what
ProArgi-9+ has done for him and thousands of his
patients. You’ll also hear from Synergy’s executive team and
experienced Team Member leaders who are experiencing
tremendous success sharing this opportunity.

Synergy WorldWide:
1955 West Grove Parkway
Suite 100 (Exit 275)
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
(801) 769-7800

9:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. – Fast Start Training*
Build your Synergy business the right way by
learning the basics first! Each month, Synergy
WorldWide offers live Fast Start Trainings
following our Open House meetings. These
valuable trainings will expand your understanding
and empower you to become successful. No
registration required.
Fast Start Training will be held at Synergy
headquarters.
*You are responsible for your own transportation.

